
IMPORT & EXPORT ORGANIZATION INCLUDING CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Everything from one source

voigt_verbindet

THE PARTNERSHIP

«COMBI POWER»
Voigt Industrie Service (VIS) and Lamprecht Pharma 
Logistics (LPL) have worked out a concept of 
cooperation with the aim to combine both core 
competences. In concrete terms, this means that 
VIS has an internationally operating partner with 
LPL for the global transportation of pharmaceutical 
products and their imports and exports in the 
pharmaceutical sector, and LPL has a national and 
Europe-wide partner with VIS for the prewholesale 
business. We will thus be able to offer a  «power 
package» of services in the future. That is why the 
concept development was also under the motto 
«combi power».

Voigt Pharma Campus Switzerland
The address for your successful pharmabusiness - office space for rent at the best location



Voigt Industrie Service AG 
Pharma Prewholesale  
Industriestrasse 4 
CH-4704 Niederbipp 
T +41 32 633 69 69  
F +41 32 633 69 70 
vis@voigt.ch

Pharmaceutical transportation by truck

Lamprecht Pharma Logistics transport your goods from door to door in modern refrigerated 
trucks of our qualified subcontractors. Whether domestic within Switzerland or in cross-
border traffic, we assign only vehicles with calibrated temperature control and highly trained 
drivers, whereby each transport is carefully documented with a temperature recording.

Offer: FTL, LTL, Vans, Security transports

Pharmaceutical transportation by air

Air freight is the most important mode of transport in intercontinental traffic. Pharmaceutical 
products, as well as packaging or climatised study consignments, can be dispatched by air 
worldwide and temperature-controlled as per GDP Guidelines. 
Whether ambient, cool or frozen - Lamprecht Pharma Logistics know the most efficient and 
safest transportation routes for your pharmaceutical products and offer you a customised 
infrastructure.

Pharmaceutical transportation by sea

Global sea freight is developing enormously and is gaining more and more importance in 
pharmaceutical logistics. Thanks to Reefer containers your precious products are transported 
temperature controlled across the oceans.

Lamprecht Pharma Logistics organizes the loading at the shipper and the unloading. Reefer 
containers 20‘/40‘ and standard box containers 20‘/40‘ are available for shipment.

Other services

 � Support with transport risk analysis
 � Customs clearance

 � Import and export customs clearance Switzerland, Europe and worldwide with Pharmafreight 

partners

 � Preparation of transit document

 � E-Dec Electronic Customs Decl. 

 � Packaging (active and passive)
 � Temperature records

Lamprecht Pharma Logistics AG 
c/o Voigt Pharma Campus 

Industriestrasse 4
CH-4704 Niederbipp
T +41 61 284 77 77
F +41 61 284 77 99

mailbox@lamprecht.ch

Services

Whether on land, water or in the air – Lamprecht Pharma Logistics Ltd. has the fitting transportation for your 
precious pharmaceutical cargo.


